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[17:14]  Jen Shieldmaiden: Feel free to ask questions in the chat box. 

[17:14]  Logos Sohl: Do you develop strategies to deal with the unfamiliar 

[17:14]  Norma Underwood: I love that 

[17:15]  Logos Sohl: So that the first time it was harder than it is now 

[17:15]  KJ Hax: Could you tell us a little about your Second Life project in particular? 

[17:15]  pogie Zeitlich: I think our professors have strategies...we are just beginning to see a big picture 

[17:15]  Maggie Larimore is Online 

[17:15]  JESSIE Gyranaut: do you have a module for this 

[17:15]  Free Radar HUD v1.1 by Crystal Gadgets 

[17:15]  pogie Zeitlich: sure 

[17:16]  Logos Sohl: We know about machinima do we 

[17:16]  Jen Shieldmaiden: The ILL Clan 

[17:16]  KJ Hax: Yes please! 

[17:17]  Len Millar: sorry 

[17:17]  Len Millar: :) 

[17:17]  Perplexity Peccable: /screenflow! Very interesting 

[17:17]  pogie Zeitlich: we didn't know about machinima to start...we got sent into sl to film...and learn 

shots...cameras... 

[17:17]  KJ Hax: How did you learn those things? 

[17:17]  JESSIE Gyranaut: is there anything that is close to machinaima 

[17:17]  KJ Hax: Did you teach yourselves? 

[17:17]  pogie Zeitlich: the software was given to us...links suggested...but we learned by doing... 

[17:17]  Simple Oompa: yes we taught ourselves! 

[17:18]  JESSIE Gyranaut: coz, it seems you ahve to pay for the machinima right? 

[17:18]  Zita Camino: Machinima is just recording your screen in a program such as screenflow 

[17:18]  Perplexity Peccable: Lynda.com 

[17:18]  Zita Camino: no-don't have to pay 

[17:18]  Logos Sohl: What kind of support was avilable to you guys in doing this? 

[17:18]  Zita Camino: we just jump in and try! 

[17:18]  pogie Zeitlich: screenflow can be set to record your screen...and computer audio or headset audio...or room 

audio 

[17:18]  JESSIE Gyranaut: @zita:okay 

[17:19]  Logos Sohl: WOuld this hae worked so well without that hands on guidance 

[17:19]  Zita Camino: also we had technical support always available 

[17:19]  Norma Underwood: did you do all your work on macs? 

[17:19]  JESSIE Gyranaut: do you have the website for machinma 

[17:19]  Jen Shieldmaiden: Yes, we all have Macs. 

[17:19]  Jen Shieldmaiden: I do, let me get the link. 

[17:19]  Simple Oompa: and we love them 

[17:19]  Perplexity Peccable: lol 

[17:19]  Simple Oompa: yay! 

[17:19]  JESSIE Gyranaut: @jen:thanks 

[17:19]  Zita Camino: machinima is just the name for filming in a virtual world 

[17:19]  Zita Camino: Karlene is here too 

[17:20]  Thunder Insippo: my son almost went there for art but it was soooo expensive 

[17:20]  Zita Camino: Screen flow is a purchased program, but there are simpler programs that are for free 

[17:20]  Simple Oompa: you will not be licenced in any area for this program! 

[17:20]  pogie Zeitlich: camtasia! 
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[17:20]  KJ Hax: What a shame! 

[17:20]  Simple Oompa: no matter what state! 

[17:20]  Simple Oompa: very big shame 

[17:20]  Norma Underwood: Fraps is good too 

[17:20]  AgileBill Firehawk puts in a toally shameless plug for a 4 min machinima done for me by Pooky - Don't you 

dare click until after the meeting! :-) http://bit.ly/Agile3dCon10a 

[17:20]  JESSIE Gyranaut: i heard of camtasia 

[17:20]  pogie Zeitlich: and you can film your screen 

[17:20]  Larry Klugman: great techncai school, their grads get hired in entertainment industry 

[17:20]  Zita Camino: simple-i'm crying 

[17:20]  Simple Oompa: when they advertise on Scholastic.com 

[17:21]  Maggie Larimore: I downloaded camstudio and am trying to learning it now 

[17:21]  KJ Hax: Tell us about your SL project specifically - what did you do? 

[17:21]  Maggie Larimore: cool 

[17:21]  Carla Source: Why are you going to Corporate training? 

[17:22]  Zita Camino: I did a Machinima concert in SL for Thom Dowd early music group-it's on youtube 

 [17:22]  pogie Zeitlich: wow Zita! 

[17:22]  JESSIE Gyranaut: @zita:link please 

[17:23]  KJ Hax: So why were you shooting machinima for three hours? Is the finished film viewable anywhere? 

[17:23]  Zita Camino: Our SL machinima was about healthy living. We talked about food in a kitchen and garden, we 

exercised in a gym and did tai chi and another martial art. 

[17:23]  Norma Underwood: Second Life broadens your personal learning network 

[17:23]  KJ Hax: 8!!!! 

[17:23]  Simple Oompa: yes there has been soooo much time invested into this program! 

[17:23]  Zita Camino: we only spent a couple of hours filming 

[17:24]  Carla Source: Can we see the finished product? 

[17:24]  KJ Hax: The learning curve of Second Life was pretty gentle though, wasn't it? 

[17:24]  KJ Hax: BLOOPER REELS!!!!! YESSSS!!! 

[17:24]  Norma Underwood: it takes hours to put together even a 30 second spot for tv 

[17:24]  KJ Hax: Please share! 

[17:24]  Maggie Larimore is Offline 

[17:24]  Carla Source: 8 hours of filming is really not a lot. 

[17:24]  Zita Camino: we uploaded our videos on Viddler, but I think they're not public 

[17:24]  Zita Camino: Jen, is yours on youtube? 

[17:24]  Simple Oompa: We used a dragon world! 

[17:24]  KJ Hax: Yep! 

[17:25]  JESSIE Gyranaut: amzing 

[17:25]  Simple Oompa: vampires! 

[17:25]  Perplexity Peccable: lol 

[17:25]  KJ Hax: hahahahahaa! 

[17:25]  JESSIE Gyranaut: using Orc to teach 

[17:25]  Norma Underwood: very fitting 

[17:25]  Stephan Mrigesh: agreed;) 

[17:25]  Logos Sohl: Any good whiteboards for doing maths in virtual worlds? 

[17:25]  Simple Oompa: WOW 

[17:25]  Zita Camino: I think there's a white board on this island 

[17:25]  Chet Mode: moodle can link to sloodle 

[17:25]  pogie Zeitlich: yes! and they really listen to a Tauren 
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[17:25]  Logos Sohl: For maths symbols 

[17:26]  Sparky Dionysus: where can we use white boards for teaching and what are the utilities and customizable 

options? 

[17:26]  Logos Sohl: Collaborative mathsy whiteboard 

[17:26]  pogie Zeitlich: there is a new set of tutorials available for math..and white boards...Kahn math??? jsut heard 

about it 

[17:26]  KJ Hax: Tell is about it 

[17:26]  KJ Hax: about it 

[17:26]  Perplexity Peccable: /virtual villagers sounds interesting 

[17:26]  Tanya Smedley: what evidence do you have that student achievement is impacted positively through the use 

of VW? 

[17:26]  Norma Underwood: yes! 

[17:26]  Norma Underwood: pbs 

[17:26]  Mandie Mimulus is Online 

[17:26]  KJ Hax: http://www.virtualvillagers.com/ 

[17:26]  Silhshoot Seelowe: Frontline 

[17:26]  Veronique Ansar: Digital Nation 

[17:26]  Zita Camino: evidence--look up quest atlantis!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

[17:26]  KJ Hax: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/digitalnation/view/ 

[17:27]  Sapphire Ceawlin: http://questatlantis.org 

[17:27]  KJ Hax: QA is terrific! 

[17:27]  Sparky Dionysus: what about reaction grid? 

[17:27]  Logos Sohl: what do you mean by individualzed active learning? 

[17:27]  pogie Zeitlich: there are some recent articles on Wow type games and learning...I'm looking for the links 

[17:27]  Norma Underwood: RG is like SL 

[17:28]  Sapphire Ceawlin: the game demands learning to advance 

[17:28]  pogie Zeitlich: http://www.physorg.com/news186058705.html Wow type games influence learning 

[17:28]  Carla Source: So Jen....why are you choosing to move away from education to the corporate training world? 

[17:29]  Tanya Smedley: what evidence do you have that student achievement is impacted positively through the use 

of VW? 

[17:29]  Simple Oompa: good question! 

[17:29]  Tanya Smedley: measurable evidence 

[17:29]  Simple Oompa: parents! 

[17:29]  Logos Sohl: What would you say to your instructors in terms of how the programme could be improved for 

next year 

[17:29]  Tanya Smedley: numbers - proof? 

[17:29]  Norma Underwood: isn't corporate training education? 

[17:29]  Logos Sohl: What were the key challenges you guys faced 

[17:29]  KJ Hax: Yes it is Norma! 

[17:29]  KJ Hax: Great questions Logos! 

[17:29]  Zita Camino: Tanya-Quest Atlantis is a totally researched VW with LOADS of evidence 

[17:29]  KJ Hax: Keep them coming! 

[17:29]  pogie Zeitlich: Tanya...there are some studies...I use google alerts to follow studies and results.... 

[17:29]  Norma Underwood: isn't corporate training education? 

[17:29]  Logos Sohl: What were the key challenges you guys faced 

[17:29]  KJ Hax: Yes it is Norma! 

[17:29]  KJ Hax: Great questions Logos! 

[17:29]  Zita Camino: Tanya-Quest Atlantis is a totally researched VW with LOADS of evidence 
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[17:29]  KJ Hax: Keep them coming! 

[17:29]  pogie Zeitlich: Tanya...there are some studies...I use google alerts to follow studies and results.... 

[17:30]  Perplexity Peccable: :) 

[17:30]  KJ Hax: Yay! 

[17:30]  Norma Underwood: I'm an action figure!! 

[17:30]  Hailey Fairlady: who wrote that book? 

[17:30]  Carla Source: GREAT!!!!!!! 

[17:30]  Len Millar: freat !!! 

[17:30]  pogie Zeitlich: http://www.physorg.com/news186058705.html 

[17:30]  Simple Oompa: YAY!!!!!!! 

[17:30]  Len Millar: great!! 

[17:30]  Sapphire Ceawlin: @Tanya - seeing school refusers come to school for their online time 

[17:30]  Len Millar: a HIP teacher! 

[17:30]  JESSIE Gyranaut: are you planning to do the project again? 

[17:30]  Sparky Dionysus: what book is being referred here? 

[17:30]  Sapphire Ceawlin: @Tanya - seeing the quality and quantity of work produced by students 

[17:31]  Simple Oompa: good one! 

[17:31]  Zita Camino: Jesse- are you talking about machinima? 

[17:31]  Simple Oompa: the only one in the program I read! 

[17:31]  JESSIE Gyranaut: are there anything you would like to improvised if you were to repeat teh project 

[17:31]  Logos Sohl: How does the brain book inform your own approach to work in here 

[17:31]  JESSIE Gyranaut: yes zita 

[17:31]  KJ Hax: Can you tall us all the different tools you've used or will be using, and some of the things you did 

with them? 

[17:31]  pogie Zeitlich: I could put together a resource list....a resource pdf....for you guys if you want 

[17:32]  Logos Sohl: Jessie, do you mean improve? 

[17:32]  Sapphire Ceawlin: that would be cool @pogie 

[17:32]  Sparky Dionysus: yes please pogie. That would be so useful and handy. 

[17:32]  KJ Hax: For example? 

[17:32]  KJ Hax: Yes! 

[17:32]  Norma Underwood: Do you Tweet things you find that are cool to use? 

[17:32]  Sparky Dionysus: A little history with examples of success will also be appreciated. 

[17:32]  Zita Camino: I'm doing a machinima this week in SL for my final gaming project 

[17:32]  KJ Hax: Name some! 

[17:32]  Chet Mode: web2.0 

[17:32]  KJ Hax: Yes, exactly Sparky! 

[17:32]  pogie Zeitlich: i'm pogie on twitter and i tweet all the time 

[17:32]  KJ Hax: goanimate.com 

[17:33]  JESSIE Gyranaut: yes, heard about goanimate 

[17:33]  JESSIE Gyranaut: used that 

[17:33]  Chet Mode: blogs 

[17:33]  Perplexity Peccable: twitter handles? 

[17:33]  Simple Oompa: 4 

[17:33]  pogie Zeitlich: I'll put together a resource list and get it to KJ ASAP 

[17:33]  Norma Underwood: I find that I get my best information from following innovative tweeters 

[17:33]  Simple Oompa: garage band 

[17:33]  Norma Underwood: Photostory is great on the PC platform 

[17:33]  Carla Source: Did you locate the link for your movie? 
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[17:34]  AgileBill Firehawk: woot etherpad! 

[17:34]  Chet Mode: dabbleboard 

[17:34]  Simple Oompa: lucid chart 

[17:34]  Logos Sohl: You guys are clearly digital native exemplars. But waht is needed in order to make average joes 

and josephines comfortable with embracing the "discomfort" of using new tools and technologies 

[17:34]  JESSIE Gyranaut: do u document the process 

[17:34]  Simple Oompa: google docs 

[17:34]  KJ Hax: http://www.zhura.com/ 

[17:34]  KJ Hax: ok 

[17:34]  Norma Underwood: excellent 

[17:34]  Thunder Insippo: awesome! 

[17:34]  KJ Hax: yes 

[17:34]  KJ Hax: put it on the wiki 

[17:34]  Logos Sohl: Talkto immersion tool jam people too 

[17:35]  Zita Camino: talk about delicious 

[17:35]  KJ Hax: logos - these ARE reghular people! 

[17:35]  KJ Hax: They are 'old' - my age - 40s! 

[17:35]  randee String: Is there a twitter hasta you use for SL? 

[17:35]  Logos Sohl: I didnt say anything about young or old 

[17:35]  Logos Sohl: But some people are more fluent with technologies than other 

[17:35]  JESSIE Gyranaut: Okay adult students 

[17:35]  Zita Camino: I'm alot older than 40! 

[17:35]  Andy Zifer: me too 

[17:35]  JESSIE Gyranaut: what is the carrot you put? 

[17:35]  Simple Oompa: trust me there are some that know nothing! 

[17:35]  Perplexity Peccable: that's my job! 

[17:35]  Norma Underwood: <--probably oldest one here 

[17:35]  randee String: Do you have a Delicious account to network bookmarks? 

[17:36]  Norma Underwood: yes 

[17:36]  Sapphire Ceawlin: it is not age - it is attitude and also I think a technology happy brain 

[17:36]  KJ Hax: So what makes you different? 

[17:36]  Norma Underwood: no one understands what I do 

[17:36]  Roshana Rives: Research-Based Strategies to Ignite Student Learning by Judy Willis is another great brain 

based book Judy Willis is a neurologist who became a middle school teacher 

[17:36]  Logos Sohl: Yes but how can we alter attitudes 

[17:36]  DanielG Tigerfish: agree with saphire...not age, but attitude related 

[17:36]  JESSIE Gyranaut: how did you convince them? 

[17:37]  Zita Camino: We dare to try 

[17:37]  Simple Oompa: good question! 

[17:37]  KJ Hax: We do! 

[17:37]  Norma Underwood: we are fearless :D 

[17:37]  Logos Sohl: Theres lots of hand holding 

[17:37]  Stephan Mrigesh: Question: How do you deal with the people who are verbally abusive about your presence 

here? 

[17:37]  Logos Sohl: Lots of eductaors dont let their students off 

[17:37]  Sapphire Ceawlin: there is a disinclination to move out of comfort zone 

[17:37]  Serenity Furlough: You have to be passionate about the possibilities. 
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[17:37]  KJ Hax: Wow great question! "How do you deal with the people who are verbally abusive about your 

presence here?" 

[17:37]  randee String: wallwisher.com works well with students 

[17:37]  pogie Zeitlich: do you mean adults who are verbally abusive about your presence here? 

[17:38]  Simple Oompa: yay! 

[17:38]  Willow Nider: Yes...and I can hear things here at home 

[17:38]  Simple Oompa: exactly! 

[17:38]  Stephan Mrigesh: anyone, friends , family, co-workers, and that guy at the bus stop pogie. 

[17:38]  KJ Hax: What is Animal Crossing? 

[17:38]  Serenity Furlough: Cross-cultural applications.. 

[17:39]  Norma Underwood: my kids were thrilled to talk to a teacher on the RG today 

[17:39]  Perplexity Peccable: love it 

[17:39]  KJ Hax: http://www.animal-crossing.com/cityfolk/ 

[17:39]  KJ Hax: Wow 

[17:39]  Norma Underwood: oh geez 

[17:39]  Simple Oompa: I live in a town of 800 

[17:39]  Simple Oompa: only 1 of my 17 have seen the ocean 

[17:39]  Sapphire Ceawlin: building a PLN that does "get" me and will support me is so important for me and has kept 

me sane at times 

[17:39]  Norma Underwood: my kids hadn't seen a farm but I made them build one 

[17:39]  Simple Oompa: e-learning tools 

[17:39]  Perplexity Peccable: I didn't see the ocean until I was 52 

[17:39]  JESSIE Gyranaut: nice norma 

[17:39]  pogie Zeitlich: oh simple...I understand 

[17:39]  Carla Source: How about the link to your machinia? I'd like to see the end product. 

[17:40]  Serenity Furlough: I am in month 7 of the EMDT program.. 

[17:40]  Sapphire Ceawlin: real relationships online 

[17:40]  KJ Hax: Oh yes! ISTE for sure! 

[17:40]  KJ Hax: We are the bestest! 

[17:40]  Jen Shieldmaiden: Fantastic! 

[17:40]  Simple Oompa: Serenity are you a teacher? 

[17:40]  Logos Sohl: Anyone heard of the life shop ao 

[17:40]  Carla Source: thanks 

[17:41]  Maggie Larimore: yay KJ! 

[17:41]  KJ Hax: So what is your immediate plans for the future? 

[17:41]  Serenity Furlough: I am...but for universitites...have taught online for over a decade 

[17:41]  KJ Hax: Aren 

[17:41]  Norma Underwood: we think it's awesome 

[17:41]  Serenity Furlough: Wanted to learn more about what is coming.. 

[17:41]  KJ Hax: Aren't you starting a business together? 

[17:41]  DanielG Tigerfish: great things rarely happen when you are comfortable is one thing I tend to tell reluctant 

teachers I work with. Gotta get outside that comfort zone now and then 

[17:41]  randee String: what is your delicious username 

[17:41]  Tanya Smedley: evidence of impact? 

[17:41]  Jen Shieldmaiden: cafejenny 

[17:41]  Perplexity Peccable: love it 

[17:41]  Blu Heron: when is your Action Research to be done?... 

[17:41]  pogie Zeitlich: mine is bushidospirit 
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[17:41]  Tanya Smedley: what measurable evidence do you have? 

[17:41]  Blu Heron: I would like to tsee the project and results 

[17:41]  Perplexity Peccable: cafejenny 

[17:41]  Carla Source: The list is a great idea! 

[17:41]  KJ Hax: Great question Blu! 

[17:41]  pogie Zeitlich: twitter: pogie 

[17:41]  Jen Shieldmaiden: rebranded.tv 

[17:42]  Logos Sohl: Tanya is dying to know about evidence 

[17:42]  Tanya Smedley: how do you know this is making a idfference with children;s achievement? 

[17:42]  Zita Camino: Action research for us month 9 students have to be done next month 

[17:42]  DanielG Tigerfish: Tanya, several links have been posted, do they not contain any evidence you are looking 

for? 

[17:42]  pogie Zeitlich: oh....we will get links with evidence 

[17:42]  Norma Underwood: it's all about the test scores :( 

[17:42]  Sparky Dionysus: yes please.. I am waiting hungry for evidence 

[17:42]  Zita Camino: QA!!!! evdence 

[17:42]  KJ Hax: evidence evidence evidence evidence evidence evidence evidence evidence evidence evidence 

evidence evidence !!!! 

[17:42]  Logos Sohl: It's not necessarily test scores 

[17:42]  Sparky Dionysus: waiting for pogie... 

[17:43]  Logos Sohl: Some authors suggest that test scores are impacted by more than just learning 

[17:43]  Logos Sohl: e.g. tension, nerves etc 

[17:43]  Zita Camino: we had to read 30 articles about QA! 

[17:43]  Norma Underwood: woo hoo 

[17:43]  KJ Hax: wow 

[17:43]  randee String: cafejenny has been added to my network 

[17:43]  imma Zanzibar is Online 

[17:43]  Haka: Type 'haka' to booing action 

[17:43]  Haka: Type 'haka stop' to stop action 

[17:43]  Logos Sohl: therefore they suggest using satisfaction rather than outcomes as a measure of learning impact 

[17:43]  JESSIE Gyranaut: i think ur evidence will be also they have become very skilled 

[17:43]  Serenity Furlough: Kids are wired for this type of stuff... 

[17:43]  Norma Underwood: mine are finally talking about better career choices 

[17:43]  Polo Xenno: Action research does not require evidence, it is about social change. 

[17:44]  JESSIE Gyranaut: do you ask them to write entries on their experiences 

[17:44]  Zita Camino: My AR is doing film work with students-it's been awesome! 

[17:44]  pogie Zeitlich: Norma...yes!! 

[17:44]  pogie Zeitlich: Jessie...yes, mine journal 

[17:44]  Serenity Furlough: It puts them on an even playing field... 

[17:44]  JESSIE Gyranaut: @pogie: cool 

[17:44]  Logos Sohl: Is it the tools or the pedagogy that matters most 

[17:44]  Roshana Rives: Your emotional connection to your learning is what helps you retain and understand 

[17:44]  Serenity Furlough: I am using ePals.com for my ARP 

[17:44]  JESSIE Gyranaut: online journal, pogie? 

[17:45]  pogie Zeitlich: I think it is my love of experimentation that affects them the most 

[17:45]  Shiny Lowbeam: epals is awesome! 

[17:45]  Sapphire Ceawlin: the social overlay of QA isa big hook and increases engagement 
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[17:45]  DanielG Tigerfish: what we do have plenty of evidence of is that what we've been doing with regard to 

reading in particular for the last 2 decades hasn't improved student achievement across demographics. It's time to 

try something new 

[17:45]  Stephan Mrigesh: We always learn faster and easier while at play 

[17:45]  pogie Zeitlich: online and on paper... and they take pictures of themselves 

[17:45]  Norma Underwood: you are doing a great job 

[17:45]  KJ Hax: What has been your favorite part of the program so far? 

[17:45]  JESSIE Gyranaut: it’s hard to capture those abstract feelings surrounded the students who have learn a lot 

[17:45]  Sapphire Ceawlin: being able to talk and share increases learning 

[17:45]  Simple Oompa: gotta go jen! Nice chatting! 

[17:45]  Serenity Furlough: Full Sail needs to do this...so that we can learn from those who have gone before us.. 

[17:45]  Zita Camino: favorite part for me was making tons of movies 

[17:46]  Simple Oompa: Nobody join full sail! 

[17:46]  Norma Underwood: when you have kids inworld, they have no fear of talking to adults 

[17:46]  Sparky Dionysus: and to stand on the shoulders of giants rather than having to re-invent the wheel 

[17:46]  pogie Zeitlich: true...Norma 

[17:46]  Sapphire Ceawlin: in world all are learners together @Norma 

[17:46]  Norma Underwood: :) 

[17:46]  Zita Camino: amen saphirre 

[17:46]  Serenity Furlough: How much work has to be done..but it is exciting. 

[17:47]  Logos Sohl: And for you guys your group couldnt exist without the web and without vws 

17:47]  Norma Underwood: That's sort of what Philip Linden just said in his talk 

[17:47]  pogie Zeitlich: Serenity! It is exciting...it is like the stuff is not coming from a central place anymore...but 

from all of us! 

[17:47]  Carla Source: I can tell you had a great experience! Kudos to all of you....the benefits are yet to come! 

[17:47]  Zita Camino: some of us are getting together at graduation 

[17:47]  JESSIE Gyranaut: @pogie, is ur journal online? 

[17:47]  KJ Hax: Can you tell us more about what you did in World of Warcraft? 

[17:47]  Sparky Dionysus: whats vws? 

[17:47]  Serenity Furlough: Collectiveness! 

[17:48]  pogie Zeitlich: yes...ar.margaretjeancampbell.com 

[17:48]  JESSIE Gyranaut: thanks pogie 

[17:48]  JESSIE Gyranaut: :) 

[17:48]  Zita Camino: We just explored and tried to get to level 10 in WOW before we went in as a group 

[17:48]  KJ Hax: http://www.rebranded.tv/ 

[17:48]  Perplexity Peccable: love it! 

[17:48]  pogie Zeitlich: in WOW we studied assessments 

[17:48]  KJ Hax: http://www.rebranded.tv/survey/ 

[17:48]  Carla Source: Will you put the link to the movie on your page as well? 

[17:48]  JESSIE Gyranaut: @pogie how u do that with WOW 

[17:48]  KJ Hax: tell us more!!!! 

[17:49]  JESSIE Gyranaut: how do you translate? 

[17:49]  JESSIE Gyranaut: more more 

[17:49]  KJ Hax: that is exaclty what we need to know!!!! 

[17:49]  Zita Camino: bye guys! got to go 

[17:50]  Logos Sohl: really have to go too 

[17:50]  Logos Sohl: but its fascinating 

[17:50]  Perplexity Peccable: wonderful 
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[17:50]  Roshana Rives: Kind of like formative assessment it is FOR learning 

[17:50]  Logos Sohl: vw assessment is v hard 

[17:50]  JESSIE Gyranaut: i can imagine it is hard 

[17:50]  JESSIE Gyranaut: i play WOW 

[17:50]  Sparky Dionysus: what is vw ? 

[17:50]  JESSIE Gyranaut: i am trying to see how you incorportate assessment. 

[17:51]  Sapphire Ceawlin: die, figure out why, learn how to avoid, go up a level lol 

[17:51]  JESSIE Gyranaut: hope you document that applying assesment 

[17:51]  Norma Underwood: virtual world sparky 

[17:51]  Stephan Mrigesh: If you can find a path with no obstacles, it probably doesn't lead anywhere.-Frank A. Clark 

[17:51]  pogie Zeitlich: yes...formative assessment...Jessie...incorporate assessment into my classroom? 

[17:51]  KJ Hax: How are the graphics 

[17:51]  KJ Hax: in Virtual Villagers? 

[17:51]  JESSIE Gyranaut: assesemnt in the OWO platform 

[17:51]  Carla Source: Thanks Pogie and Jen....Don't forget the links.....and the link to the movie. 

[17:51]  Sparky Dionysus: what is OWO ? 

[17:51]  JESSIE Gyranaut: WOW 

[17:51]  JESSIE Gyranaut: sorry wrong speeling 

[17:51]  Sparky Dionysus: thanks to norma 

[17:52]  KJ Hax: http://www.virtualvillagers.com/ 

[17:52]  KJ Hax: You teach them? 

[17:52]  pogie Zeitlich: I will remember the links!!! and the resources...one whole month was devoted to free 

resources 

[17:52]  cyber Placebo is Offline 

[17:52]  KJ Hax: FERTILITY? 

[17:52]  KJ Hax: How? 

[17:52]  KJ Hax: ZOMG! 

[17:52]  Sparky Dionysus: pogie... where can we contact you and when ? 

[17:52]  KJ Hax: WHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAT 

[17:52]  KJ Hax: uhhhhhhhhh 

[17:52]  Norma Underwood: ok, not for 4th graders 

[17:52]  Maggie Larimore: hee hee yiy! 

[17:52]  JESSIE Gyranaut: u teach them basic life 

[17:53]  KJ Hax: U KIDDING ME?!?!?!?! 

[17:53]  KJ Hax: Schools will go nuts!!!!! 

[17:53]  pogie Zeitlich: pogie on twitter...margaretjcampbell on facebook....margaretjcampbell@gmail.com 

[17:53]  JESSIE Gyranaut: :) 

[17:53]  KJ Hax: Making babies!!!! 

[17:53]  KJ Hax: wow..... 

[17:53]  Norma Underwood: LOL@KJ 

[17:53]  Carlos Whitefalcon: vw is all over my daughter's school 

[17:53]  Thunder Insippo: calm down, KJ 

[17:53]  Sparky Dionysus: thanks 

[17:53]  KJ Hax: lol @ thunder 

[17:53]  Thunder Insippo gets KJ a glass of water 

[17:53]  Norma Underwood: plants I can handle 

[17:53]  JESSIE Gyranaut: so no bees and flowers concept 

[17:53]  imma Zanzibar: :) 
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[17:53]  JESSIE Gyranaut: :) 

[17:54]  Carla Source: KJ....it's really alright. 

[17:54]  pogie Zeitlich: spore is great...we use spore to make monsters...then create story...kids can send the vids 

[17:54]  Mandie Mimulus: sounds Survivor which they are watch on TV 

[17:54]  KJ Hax: Hate i twhen that happens! 

[17:54]  Norma Underwood: oh dear 

[17:54]  RaeKi Ronas: good grief 

[17:54]  Thunder Insippo: we have a teacher who wanted to use facebook at school to have kids learn economics 

through the farm thing. This sounds a lot better! 

[17:55]  KJ Hax: I need that please! 

[17:55]  Perplexity Peccable: great! 

[17:55]  KJ Hax: yes! 

[17:55]  Thunder Insippo: KJ how are we getting all this? 

[17:55]  pogie Zeitlich: Thunder...yes...they get the point! 

[17:55]  Norma Underwood: KJ, where will these resources be located? 

[17:55]  KJ Hax: yep! 

[17:55]  KJ Hax: wiki 

[17:55]  Thunder Insippo: iste wiki? 

[17:55]  KJ Hax: get it all to me! 

[17:55]  Thunder Insippo: hm 

[17:55]  Norma Underwood: ok 

[17:55]  pogie Zeitlich: cool we will send to KJ? 

[17:55]  Sparky Dionysus: do we have a ISTE wiki ? 

[17:55]  Thunder Insippo thumbs for address... 

[17:55]  Delta Carlucci: http://secondlife.iste.wikispaces.net/ 

[17:55]  Thunder Insippo: ㋡ 

[17:55]  Thunder Insippo: yay @Delta 

[17:55]  Delta Carlucci: You can also see upcoming SL events on that wiki also 

[17:56]  JESSIE Gyranaut: Love too 

[17:56]  imma Zanzibar: Great!:) 

[17:56]  JESSIE Gyranaut: learn new stuff from u 

[17:56]  Polo Xenno: Have you been applying learning theories to your work? 

[17:56]  Jen Shieldmaiden: Jennifer Dewitt Kubeczko 

[17:56]  Norma Underwood: great 

[17:57]  will Frenzy: any texas people 

[17:57]  pogie Zeitlich: Polo...yes...it is step by step...but I try things out every day 

[17:58]  JESSIE Gyranaut: clap clap 

[17:58]  Norma Underwood: ··•°•··..☺ Woo Hoo! ☺ ..··•°•·· 

[17:58]  Maggie Larimore: woot woot! 

[17:58]  Sapphire Ceawlin: has been enthralling 

[17:58]  Thunder Insippo: You have so much energy and enthusiasm 

[17:58]  Jen Shieldmaiden: sorry we don't have slides 

[17:58]  Norma Underwood: excellent!!! 

[17:58]  Thunder Insippo: I'm exhausted from looking up things 

[17:58]  JESSIE Gyranaut: wonderful sharing 

[17:58]  Maggie Larimore: I crashed twice and it was still terrific! 

[17:58]  Norma Underwood: you don't need them 

[17:58]  Allan Lerner: Great session 
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[17:58]  Thunder Insippo: you should podcast! 

[17:58]  Stephan Mrigesh: Fantastic to hear you two, thank-you! 

[17:58]  Veronique Ansar: Thank you!!!! 

[17:58]  Maggie Larimore: yay Thunder! 

[17:58]  Maggie Larimore: yes! 

[17:58]  Perplexity Peccable: great great stuff 

[17:58]  JESSIE Gyranaut: yes, should have receorded the session 

[17:58]  pogie Zeitlich: we SHOULD podcast!!! want to join us??? 

[17:58]  Perplexity Peccable: YES 

[17:58]  JESSIE Gyranaut: yes pogie 

[17:58]  Maggie Larimore: cool KJ 

[17:58]  Perplexity Peccable: could not catch it all 

[17:58]  Mandie Mimulus: they have energy and are infectious! 

[17:58]  Jen Shieldmaiden: Does ISTE podcast already? 

[17:58]  Perplexity Peccable: should have recorded! 

[17:59]  Carlos Whitefalcon: Yes, I've just started and ISTE is great! :) 

[17:59]  imma Zanzibar: Truly great sharing moment! thanks! 

[17:59]  Jen Shieldmaiden: Thanks! 

[17:59]  JESSIE Gyranaut: applause 

[17:59]  pogie Zeitlich: k...I will set it up..because I really think that we would have fun! 

[17:59]  Stephan Mrigesh: Applauds! 

[17:59]  Maggie Larimore: clap clap clap clap woot woot woot! 

[17:59]  Polo Xenno: Thank you~ 

[17:59]  imma Zanzibar: Applause! 

[17:59]  Sapphire Ceawlin: loud applause 

[17:59]  JESSIE Gyranaut: hope it could be recorded nest imt 

[17:59]  will Frenzy: great job 

[17:59]  Maggie Larimore: thanks Jen and Poogie! 

[17:59]  Norma Underwood: Thank you!! 

[17:59]  Norma Underwood: night 

[17:59]  JESSIE Gyranaut: gnight 

[17:59]  Gi Tammas: night 

[17:59]  Maggie Larimore: night 

[17:59]  Len Millar: thanks! 

[17:59]  Veronique Ansar: Bye 

[17:59]  JESSIE Gyranaut: bye 

[18:00]  Blu Heron: BYE!!! 

[18:00]  Sapphire Ceawlin: Good afternoon 

[18:00]  Mandie Mimulus: bye 

[18:00]  imma Zanzibar: Bye! 

[18:00]  Maggie Larimore: bye 

[18:00]  Sparky Dionysus: Gday Mate! 

[18:00]  Jen Shieldmaiden: bye guys! thank you! 


